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ABSTRACT
This paper describes initial experiments
that are done at the University of Stavanger
in a new flow rig for study of gas lift under
static and flowing conditions. Lift efficiency
is determined from lift of a liquid column
under various experimental conditions,
while bubble rise velocity and bubble sizes
are determined using high speed video
recordings. For the experiments water, and
also PAC (polyanionic cellulose) are used as
fluids. Both static lift and air-circulation
experiments involving polymers is found to
be more time dependent than with water,
due to different accumulation of gas
bubbles.

oil wells worldwide are “helped” by gas lift,
and may increase production rates very
much. Basically two applications are well
known for petroleum. One is “gas lift
production”, where usually produced natural
gas is injected through gas-lift valves into
the production tubing at the bottom of the
well. The bottom-hole pressure (BHP) is
reduced and thereby the inflow from the
producing reservoir is increased. In this case
the liquid is usually oil which is
predominantly Newtonian, or an oil-water
mixture which has a complex rheological
nature not easily described by common nonNewtonian models. Another application is
the addition of gas into drilling mud for socalled “underbalanced drilling”. The aim is
to reduce the pressure at the bottom of the
well to slightly below the reservoir pressure.
The purpose is to avoid reservoir fracture
and loss of lubrication drilling fluid into the
reservoir formation. Drilling mud is usually
non-Newtonian.
The gas-lift efficiency depends on the insitu gas fraction for a given amount of
injected gas. The lift process leads to
increase in liquid flow-rate and thus the total
flow-rate and mixture velocity will increase.
However a number of parameters play a role
in the overall process, where the rise
velocity or “slip” is one of the most
important. Additional factors involve
solubility of the gas into the liquid, and also
the total mixture velocity. Solubility is

INTRODUCTION
Gas-lift techniques are based on
injection of gas into fluids to be transported
in vertical upward flows in pipes and
circulation systems. Gas reduces the mixture
density and lowers the hydrostatic pressure
gradient. It is used as a pumping technique
often also for enhancement of chemical
reactions via interfacial mass transfer and
turbulence. It is used in a variety of
engineering applications, as well as
environmental cleaning and bioreactor
systems, which generally involves nonNewtonian fluids 1,3,4.
Gas lift is also very important in oil
production. A substantial fraction of drilled
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difficult to know in petroleum systems since
the produced natural gas is most often used
as gas source, and this aspect is not covered
here since air and water based systems are
used, with only minor interfacial mass
transfer.
Rheology of the liquid is likely to have a
major impact on the lift efficiency, in
particular in conjunction with the suspended
bubbles. The power-law behavior of the
polymer solutions will not necessarily be the
same in a gas-liquid system, like with shear
rate versus shear stress in a vertical pipe.
The rise velocity is closely connected to the
bubble size but in non-Newtonian flows this
is not a simple connection. It depends very
much on the rheological parameters of the
fluid. Furthermore it is found1 that even for
the same fluid the rise velocity depend in a
more non-linear way on bubble size than in
Newtonian flows. Finally, the bubble size in
multiphase flow is in general a “selforganized” quantity. It is influenced by
upstream injection or mixing history, and
also by the turbulence intensity. The latter is
a challenge to determine in polymer liquids
with dispersed gas bubbles.

(1)

and
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Eq. (1) is referred to as the “dynamical
equation” since fluid flow dynamics
controls the rise velocity uT while n is a
system dependent parameter. The equation
also includes effective rise velocity in a
system of bubbles with gas fraction G as
compared to terminal velocity for the
bubbles. UT is the stabilized rise velocity
for one single bubble in a large tank.
Equation (2) called the “kinematic equation”
is theoretically just a connection between
the superficial velocities in a fixed reference
frame to the so-called “drift–flux” jGM. This
is the superficial velocity in a system
following the mixture velocity, which again
is the sum of the superficial velocities

U mix  UGS  U LS

(3)

For pure bubble column mode with
liquid circulation ULS=0, and the equations
simplify to solving

THEORY
The gas-lift efficiency is basically
determined by the in-situ gas fraction which
controls the hydrostatic pressure gradient.
The gas fraction is for a given flow rate of
gas directly connected to the slip velocity or
the slip ratio S = uG/uL. Here uG and uL are
the gas and liquid phase velocities
respectively.
For low mixture velocity systems like in
a bubbling column, it is more convenient to
use the bubble rise velocity instead of the
slip ratio, since uL is practically zero and S
would become very large. This is a common
parameter to use also in drift-flux models
for numerical simulation. In the drift-flux
formulation the gas fraction can be
determined theoretically by equating the two
equations for the “drift flux” (Zuber and
Findlay, 1965 and Wallis, 1969):

G (1  G ) n 1 

U GS
UT

(4)

Alternatively if the gas fraction is
known, it possible to derive the average
bubble terminal velocity UT using
UT 

U GS
G (1   G ) n 1

(5)

However the rise velocity may be very
different for single bubbles in a big tank
compared to in pipes with high gas fraction
and complex velocity profiles. One
objective of this study is to investigate also
the effect of non-Newtonian liquids on the
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bubble flow patttern and net
n bubble rise
velocityy.
Goood survey articles
a
of gas-lift
g
systtems
can bee found6,9. The firsst focuses on
experim
mental issuues, while the other has
more focus onn mass transfer and
computtational moddels.

It is quite similar to w
what is used
d also for
cheemical reaactors or bioreactorss where
reccirculation flow is ddesirable. The
T
two
cro
ossover pipes can be oopened or closed
c
by
meeans of valv
ves.
Gas lifting
g is obtainedd by injectio
on of gas
(aiir) bubbles at
a the bottom
m of the rig
ght leg in
Fig
g. 1. A clo
ose up of thhe injector is
i shown
in the insert of
o Fig. 2. The bubblle size is
only partly co
ontrollable w
with differeent types
w
was
of injectors or “spargers””. In this work
useed a porou
us injector made from
m small
sin
ntered metaal particles,, as shown
n in the
eleectron micro
oscope pictuure in Fig. 2.
A problem
m with this ttype and most other
“paassive” spaargers is thhat bubbles tend to
han
ng on to the
t pore oppenings du
uring the
infflation stag
ges and maay becomee several
diaameters larg
ger than the openings of
o the gas
outlet.

EXPER
RIMENTAL
L SETUP
Thee particulaar setup was
w
originnally
motivatted by neeed to deteermine gass-lift
dynamiics for petroleum
m engineeering
applicaations. Gas--lift assisted
d flow in w
wells
“producction” willl normally be a one--way
transpoort from “bottom-hol
“
le” up to the
surfacee “wellheaad”. For underbalannced
drillingg it may invvolve also downwards
d
gas
transpoort. Gas is thhen injected
d from top into
the drilll pipe.
It w
was decidedd to build the laboraatory
flow rig with twoo 5 m high vertical leggs; a
“Riser”” and “Downcomer”, connectedd by
two hoorizontal croossover pip
pes 1.5 m loong,
as show
wn in Fig. 1. In this way
w it wouldd be
also a very generral rig for many diffeerent
applicaations.

njector
Figure 2. Picture oof the gas inj
in
nserted into an electronn microscope image
of the surface. Magnificcation is 100
0X, and
th
he image wiidth is approoximately 3.8
3 mm.
However even if thee pore open
nings are
miicroscopic, 10-100 m
m, it is diffficult to
obtain smallerr bubbles thhan 1-2 mm
m, due to
bub
bbles clinging to the pore outletts during
thee inflation, or by coallescence with other
bub
bbles before they are reeleased.
d in order
Alternative spargers aare planned
to generate sm
maller bubbbles. These could be
bassed on app
plying a shhearing forcce to the

Figurre 1. Sketchh of the gas-lift loop, wiith
definiitions of “R
Riser”, “Dow
wncomer” aand
crosssover “Legss”.
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The lift efficiency can be measured from
the pressure gradient in the riser, but it is
representative only in the initial period when
gas bubbles still have not reached the
downcomer pipe. On the measurement
program was also the flooding limit for gas
bubbles in the downcomer, both for water
and PAC

bubbles either by a strong cross flow, or by
using a fast mechanical scraper mechanism
to wipe the bubbles off the surface.
EXPERIMENTS
Experiments were planned and carried
out to determine the following issues: 1)
flow regimes in the riser, crossovers and
downcomer pipe, 2) gas-liquid fractions as
a function of superficial gas velocity, 3)
flooding limit for gas bubbles in the
downcomer pipe in terms injected gas, 4)
bubble size for given gas sparging unit as a
function of gas flow rate, 5) pressure
gradients versus flowrates for different
configurations of valve openings, and finally
6) velocity profiles of liquid and gas in riser
and downcomer. Determination of the
velocity profile in the downcomer could also
enable calculation of the liquid flow-rate.
There are already quite a lot of data
generated from these initial experiments.
They have been acquired during a very busy
experimental campaign the last month. This
has left less time to carry out all the planned
analysis, so only some few examples will be
presented and discussed here. More will be
presented at the conference and in later
papers.

Flow aspects regarding the tests
The “static 1” experiments were carried
out with the crossover pipes closed These
tests reveal the potential lift properties of a
full circulating the gas-lift system. It is also
possible to close just the upper valve to aloe
inflow from the bottom into the riser. These
tests mainly shift the column level to a
slightly higher level, but do in principle not
add much more information.
The circulating fully dynamic tests also
involve flow friction. Both in two-phase
flow, and in single-phase non-Newtonian
system this is important to determine. A
comment on the static versus circulating test
regards the analogous equivalent when
measuring the voltage difference between
the poles of a battery when not loaded. The
circulation tests give the corresponding
voltage when current flows in an external
circuit. In his case the voltage is reduced due
to internal losses in the battery. The friction
in the left downcomer leg corresponds to the
internal loss.

Experimental program
The different tests were grouped as
i)
Static column bubbling
Gas-lifted circulation
ii)
Static bubbling was used to determine
liquid height as a function of gas flow rate.
The goal was to determine gas fraction. This
was done both for water and PAC. Flow
regime determination and a feasibility study
to find bubble sizes gas fraction
distributions was also part of this study.
Circulation with fully opened valves was
carried out to study dynamic lift, both in
Newtonian and non-Newtonian flow. As
described later a direct comparison between
the experimental modes was influenced by
the gradual entrainment of bubbles
especially in the non-Newtonian case.

Instrumentation
The flow loop has been set up to give a
best possible access to vital information to
determine lift dynamics and efficiency.
Transparent pipes give excellent information
about flow regimes, bubble size and
velocities, and also liquid rise levels.
Pressure is measured at the gas flowmeter
with a Honeywell sensor. Also the pressure
difference P between the two locations
shown in Fig. 1 was measured, using a
Rosemount transmitter 3051C. It has a range
of 62 mbar and time resolution 100ms.
Finally the gauge pressure is measured at
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the low
west positioon of the tw
wo used forr the
P sennsor. A “Gauge
“
Diigital Testi
ting”
sensor (Crystal Engineering
g, XP2I) was
used. P
Pressures arre recorded to PC usinng a
fast dattalogging caard (brand NIDAQ
N
60224E,
12 bit)). Phase distributions
d
s and veloocity
profiless are measuured by meeans of a hhigh
speed vvideo camerra (SpeedCaam MiniViss e2)
that reecords up to 2500 fps using full
resolutiion 512x512 pixels. It may eeven
record up to 120.000
1
fp
ps at reduuced
resolutiion. The cam
mera has on
nboard mem
mory
for 82223 full frrames at full
f
resoluttion.
Imagess are downlloaded to computer
c
vvia a
GigaBiit Ethernett cable by
y means oof a
dedicatted
com
mmunication
proggram
(“MotioonBlitz”, byy Mikrotron
n).
Fluids
Bassically threee differen
nt fluids w
were
used; tap wateer, and two diffeerent
concenntrations of
o polyanio
onic celluulose
(PAC) with 2g annd 4g dry po
owder per L
Liter
of distiilled water.. These aree referred too as
PAC 2000 and PAC
C 400. The viscosity off the
PAC solutions was measured usingg a
rheomeeter of typee Physica UDS
U
200 w
with
cone pllate configuuration.
PAC
C is chosenn because of
o good opttical
transpaarency. The PAC soluttions behavve as
power-law fluids with param
meters as g iven
in Fig. 3.
RESUL
LTS AND DISCUSSIO
D
ON
Viddeo recordinngs allowed
d determinaation
of flow
w regime, gas
g bubble rise veloccities
and gaas-liquid disstribution, and
a this seerves
as a refference techhnique. This paper focuuses
on whhat can bee obtained from oveerall
measurrements likke pressuree gradient and
liquid llift heights.

Figure
F
3. Rh
heology of PPAC 200 an
nd 400.
ratte. Transitio
on to slug fllow is show
wn in Fig.
4.
For Newto
onian flowss the transition from
disspersed bubble (DB)) to slug flow is
som
metimes described
d
w
with a “m
maximum
paccking” mod
del. This is one part off what is
oftten referred
d to as the mechanisticc “Taitel
Baarne and Dukler
D
moodel”12. Below
B
a
criitical gas fraction thhe bubbles remain
disstinct and dispersedd. Exceediing this

Static eexperimentss
Forr static expperiments with
w both vaalves
closed, the flow regime
r
beco
omes more and
more inhomogeneeous at the same timee as
h the gas floow
the bubbble size inccreases with
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fractionn the dense bubble cloud cau
auses
For
coalesccence into larger bubbles.
b
Newtonnian liquidds, at low flow rates the
maximuum gas frraction for low viscoosity
fluids is approxim
mately 25%, while at higghly
turbulent flows itt may stay
y bubbly upp to
over 500%.

In Fig. 5 the gas fraaction in thee riser is
callculated directly from
m the liqu
uid level
inccrease.
However, in the sttatic case the gas
fraaction can also be caalculated from
f
the
preessure grad
dient in thhe pipe ussing the
rellation
P
G 
(6)
g  (L  G )  h12

Figure
F
5. Gaas fraction w
with PAC 400 as a
function
fu
of superficial
s
ggas velocity
y, based
on
o volumetric increase oof liquid in riser is
used..

Figure 4. Flow reggime in wateer-filled riseer at
moderrate gas infllux varies beetween bubbbly
and sslug flow. The
T two imaages are takeen
with 2 seconds
s
inteerval.
Thee model12 is
i validated
d only for cocurrentt upwards Newtonian flows. In the
presentt static expeeriments (“b
bubble colum
umn”
mode) the liquidd flow is stagnant. The
ments reveeal a very
y compliccated
experim
bubble flow withh recirculation cells that
change continuoussly.
This enhances the bubblee collision rate
and woould for a noon-Newtoniian system lead
to sluggging at loweer gas fractiions.
How
wever it is also seeen other ccases
where the bubbbles set up collecctive
pathwaays resembliing transporrt veines.

Figure
F
6. Gaas fraction w
with PAC 400 as a
function
fu
of superficial
s
ggas velocity
y, based
on preessure gradiient in riser.
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since thhe differencce between the
t two inleets 1
and 2 tto the DP seensor then is due to thee gas
fractionn. Using thhe densities of PAC ass for
water aand air at thhe ambient pressure inn the
pipe (1.5 bar), wee get the rellation show
wn in
Fig. 7. Ideally thee two metho
ods should hhave
given tthe same reesult, follow
wing a 450 lline.
It is quite obviious from the plot that
althouggh there is a good linearity, the
pressurre method overestim
mates the gas
fractionn compareed to when using the
volumeetric, whichh must be assumed
a
clloser
to the rreal value since
s
volum
mes are direectly
connected to the frractions.
This comparisson shows that the DP
pressurre sensors indicate
i
mo
ore gas froom a
higher DP, equivvalent to saying that the
pressurre drop upwards
u
iss higher tthan
expecteed. This could be explained in teerms
of a frriction com
mponent in the multiphhase
mixturee. This seem
ms plausiblee since alsoo the
pipelinee pressure increases.
i
This
T assumpption
is also supported by
b the variation in presssure
(gauge)) versus gaas flow ratte as shownn in
Fig. 8.

Figure 8. Gauge
G
presssure (in mbar) at
bottom
b
of risser as a funcction of gass inflow
rate
r for PAC
C 400.
Fig. 8 sh
hows a linnear increasse up to
012 m/s an
nd then a sharper risse which
0.0
cou
uld be attriibuted to inncreased turrbulence.
Sin
nce only the gas flowrrate is meassured for
Fig
g. 8, a dettailed calcuulation of Reynolds
R
number must await the analysis using
u
the
hig
gh-speed viideo system
m. A fullbore liquid
flo
owmeter cou
uld be used,, but very feew if any
of the conven
ntional techhniques are feasible;
neiither electro
omagnetic nnor acousticc for gas
ricch flows.
Finally, th
he bubble risse velocities may be
callculated using
u
the drift-flux model
preesented earllier. This is shown in Fig.
F
9. It
maay be seeen that foor superficcial gas
vellocities oveer 0.008 m
m/s the bub
bble rise
vellocity is faiirly constannt around 0.15
0
m/s.
Th
his is a reaasonable vaalue, and so
omewhat
exp
pected sincce the bubbble interaaction is
quite complex
x for the higgher gas flow
wrates.

Figuure 7. Gas fraction
fr
with
h PAC 400 –
voolumetric meethod versu
us pressure.
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Figuree 9. Averagge bubble risse velocity ffor
PAC 4400, based on
o drift-flux
x model (Eqq.5).

Figure 10. Column
C
liftt for all the fluids,
static bubbling - withhout circulaation.

At gas flow lower
l
than 0.007 m/s the
bubble rise veloocities are much higgher,
becausee the bubblees move without collissions
and in fairly straaight paths. In some ttests
trains oof bubbles were developed alongg the
pipe w
wall, wheree the bubb
ble speed was
visibly much highher than in the
t central part
of the pipe. This is very lik
kely a kindd of
Coandaa effect.
For the shear thinning PA
AC system this
kind off dynamics is modified
d due to higgher
viscouss dampingg of the liquid whhich
decreasses the colllision stren
ngth. How ever
shear thinning also incrreases bubbble
deform
mation, and thus mak
kes the bub
ubble
more suusceptible to coalescen
nce.
Finaally consideering the co
olumn lift inn the
static ccases, all thhe tests are summarizeed in
Fig. 100. From the graph theree is clear treends
for thee superficiial gas veelocities beelow
0.012 m
m/s. For higher
h
flow
w rates, the lift
seems tto be slightlly higher for water.

hen the liqu
uid start to flood the gas
g down
wh
as in the exam
mple Fig. 111.
The different flow regimes th
hat arise
inffluence the gas fractiion and cirrculation
ratte. The equilibrium liquuid levels in
n the two
pip
pes reflect the diffeerence in pressure
graadient. Gass bubbles in the dow
wncomer
red
duce the miixture densiity and mucch of the
gass-lift effect is lost. Thiss in turn red
duces the
cirrculation veelocity and allows morre of the
gass to ventiilate out aat the top of the
downcomer. It is onlyy the “exceess gas”
(diifference in gas fractioon in the tw
wo pipes)
in the riser wh
hich sets up a lift effectt.
Deensity variattions with tiime
With PA
AC, over time the gas
acccumulation in the liquuid compliccates the
anaalysis someewhat, in pparticular siince also
larrger bubblles with unpredictab
ble rise
beh
havior may
y continue iinto the dow
wncomer
pip
pe. This pip
pe is suppossed to be a reference
r
forr the liqu
uid densityy, which is then
graadually redu
uced.
To some extent thhis effect can be
dettermined an
nd accounteed for usin
ng closed
vallves and comparing
c
liquid leveel in the
downcomer with
w the leveel in a third
d thinner
pip
pe which contains onnly liquid without
bub
bbles.

Experim
ments with open valvess - circulatioon
Whhen the valves are open,
o
liquidd is
allowedd to circulaate until a new
n equilibrrium
may
levels is reached.. At first sight this m
seem too the same as
a the static case. How ever
in this nnew situatioon the liquid
d may transsport
gas too the crrossover pipe
p
and the
downcoomer. Important new reegimes occuur
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Liquid (water) rise vers
sus gas flowrate
600
Riser
Downcomer

Lift height (mm)

500
400
300
200
100
0

0

0.00
05
0.01
0
0.015
0.02
Sup
perficial gas veloc
city UGS (m/s)

0.025

P20
00 Liquid rise vers us gas flowrate
600
Riser
Downcomer

500
Lift height (mm)

Figuree 11. Flooding of gas bu
ubbles into the
dow
wncomer witth PAC 400
0 liquid. Thee
bubbles agglomeraate, rotate and
a rearrangge in
constanntly varyingg patterns. Image
I
snapsshot
frrom video.

400
300
200
100

In circulation mode alsso bubble size
separattion effectts takes place in the
downcoomer pipe. This
T is diffeerent from fflow
in the riser. The immediatee reason is the
change of flow regimes
r
(siingle and ttwophase) and flow dyynamics in concurrent and
counterrcurrent floows. This again setss up
specificc and diffeerent effectss in water and
polymeer flows. In the riser both large and
small bbubbles floow side by sides, andd the
large bbubbles cauuses a type of “piggybback
riding” effect - thhe small bub
bbles follow
w in
the w
wake of thhe larger bubbles. The
variatioons in Fig. 12 mainly show the l arge
scale im
mpact of thhe pressuree gradients and
flow coonditions in the riser an
nd downcom
mer.

0

0

0.00
05
0.01
0
0.015
0.02
Sup
perficial gas veloc
city UGS (m/s)

0.025

P40
00 Liquid rise vers us gas flowrate
500
Riser
Downcomer

Lift height (mm)

400
300

200
100
0

Floodinng dynamics in downco
omer
In tthe downcoomer pipe there are two
effects present; 1) bubbles in
n the vicinitty of
the waall decreasse the neaar wall liqquid
velocityy. For noon-Newtonian flows this
forces a higher doownward liq
quid flow inn the
middle (“core”) paart of the pip
pe. 2) This

0

0.00
05
0.01
0
0.015
0.02
Sup
perficial gas veloc
city UGS (m/s)

0.025

Figure
F
12. Difference
D
iin liquid height in
riser
r
and dow
wncomer ass a function
n of gas
flo
ow rate. Circculation expperiments with
w fully
opened
o
valves using waater (top), PAC200
(middlee) and PAC4400 (bottom
m).
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gas bubbles which increases gas fraction as
seen in the “static” experiments where both
of the crossovers valves were closed.
Reduced density should in the case of equal
viscosity lead to higher flow. However for
PAC the viscosity is higher and friction
increases. The flowing case (circulation
mode) is in accordance with this conclusion,
but is complicated by the gradual saturation
of small and microscopic bubbles over time.
The effect of gas bubble size is for the
present initial study difficult to estimate,
since bubble size was not easily
controllable. Similar conclusions are given
in most publications too; that diameter of
gas sparger orifices has small effect on the
overall gas fraction and pressure drop. We
conclude this from a theoretical point of
view; the bubble rise velocity approaches
zero for small bubbles, and thus the gas
fraction would increase with smaller
diameter. This would be even more
pronounced with shear thinning fluids like
PAC.
For the bubble column mode this would
lead to accumulation of time until the gas
creates a foamy mixture at the sparger,
eventually leading to slugging when the
foam breaks. For the gas-lift mode a similar
effect is expected, although taking much
longer time and leading to a more even gas
distribution.
Friction is modified by the bubbly flow
as compared to single phase flow for both
the Newtonian and the non-Newtonian case,
in accordance with the general conclusion in
most published works8.

causes a “pinch” effect so that there is
higher shear further away from the wall than
for water. Since PAC is shear thinning this
causes a reduction of apparent viscosity in
the main flow of the pipe. So even though
the downflow is stronger in the core, the
reduced liquid viscosity in some cases may
cause enhanced counter current upwards
bubble flow compared to with water
circulation.
Similar phenomena are seen in the riser,
but with opposite effect. Bubbles rise faster
close to the wall causing a positive feedback
with increased wall shear stress and reduced
apparent viscosity. As an example, this is as
reflected in Fig. 9.
The high speed camera is particularly
useful for this study. It enables both
calculation of the liquid phase velocity with
the addition of small tracer particles. It also
visualizes the velocity profile, bubble size
and bubble fractions profile, as well as
bubble shape.
CONCLUSIONS
Two different modes of operation were
used, with and without external circulation,
often referred in literatures to as bubble
column and gas-lift mode. In this work the
bubble column mode is mainly used as an
indicator of the gas rise velocity as reflected
in the gas fraction.
It was found that gas-lift with Newtonian
and non-Newtonian liquids differ in several
ways. Fig. 10 and 12 illustrate the overall
behavior in various ways. These are not
conclusive until a more detailed analysis
from high-speed recordings is done. The lift
in the non-Newtonian PAC 200 case is
slightly higher for low gas flow rates than
the corresponding Newtonian case, even
though the overall viscosity of water is
lower.
The interpretation is therefore not
straightforward, since the lift process
dynamics involves both the liquid viscosity
and the density. The main mechanisms
seems to be the reduced rise velocity of the
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